POR LAS CALLES
SALAMANCA, SPAIN

RAQUEL
DE PAZOS CASTRO
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belt: HER MOTHER’S
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hopping in Salamanca is different from shopping in the

States. There are not huge shopping malls where you can go
to find everything you are looking for. Instead, there are a few
long streets where everybody shops! These streets all connect
and lead to The Plaza Mayor which is the center of the city. The
main shopping street is “Calle Toro,” or “Bull Street” in English.
Due to the fact that it leads straight to the Plaza Mayor, it always
gets a lot of foot traffic. I took Calle Toro every day on my way
to class or as I was headed for the Plaza to go out for tapas
with friends. It is probably the most used street in Salamanca
because of its wide variety of shops. Seriously, the amount of
stores along this street is borderline intimidating. One doesn’t
know where to start! And if you’re a foreigner like I was, you
probably haven’t even heard of the majority of the stores along
the street. The only ones that I had heard of were H&M, Zara,
and Sephora. Other than that, they were all European. However, there was one store called Stradivarius that reminded me
of a Hollister because every time you walked past it, you would
get hit with a wiff of cologne; you wouldn’t even need to step
foot in the store. And every time you walked out, your clothes

would smell like a sexy man. Not a bad thing in my opinion.
Also, I have never seen more shoe stores in one place in my
life. About every third store down Calle Toro is a shoe store.
Not even kidding. It makes sense though considering the
amount of walking that Salmantinos do. I had to purchase a
pair of walking shoes upon arrival because I did not have a
pair that could handle the wear and tear of the hard cobble
streets. There also didn’t seem to be a whole lot of rhyme
or reason as to how they displayed the shoes for sale. They
would have them splayed out all over the floor of the display
window as opposed to strategically placed in a way that is
visually appealing. But hey, it worked. You walk along Calle
Toro and it’s tempting to stop and take a step into one of
these shoe stores since there is just so much to look at.
Calle Toro is truly the place to shop.

GET THE LOOK
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All jackets under $50
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$46
H&M

$35
NEWLOOK.COM

$40
TRIPLEMETER.COM

$23
H&M

$46
NEXTSHE.COM

$49
ROTITA.COM

$44
SHEINSIDE.COM

$43
THEHUT.COM
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what are the fashion trends
in spain?

TOPSHOP

TOPSHOP

ANA
They are always changing so it depends on the time period and
what one feels like wearing at the time.

FOREVER 21

BELEN
Right now we’re back to the 80s and 90s style: high-waisted
pants, ankle and cigarette stlye pants too. Crop tops showing
your belly button. Hats, especially sun hats. Masculine boots,
boyfriend-style jeans and sweaters. Fur jackets and vests...

H&M
SHEINSIDE

RAQUEL
I would say the latest trend is the “hipster” movement.

CORAL
I guess that there are different kinds of trends here. The main
ones might be the “sweater, jeans, and boots,” the posh one
(characterized by the girls with the huge handbags), punk
style, and hipster style...
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what is your opinion
on american style?
ANA
Similarly to Spain, I don’t think America has a definitive style.

BELEN
I see it as very similar right now to Spanish style. Maybe people dress in
more active clothing and wear athletic footwear, but in general we dress
in a very similar way.
A clothing display in one of the stores
along Calle Toro

RAQUEL
I tend to associate American people with large hoodies, big backpacks,
and starbucks coffee...

CORAL
I think it is different from ours. Maybe the biggest difference is the
sports clothes... that is not something stylish at all here in Spain. I think
that American style is way more “sporty” than ours.

how would you describe
fashion in spain?
ANA
There doesn’t exist a concrete definition. However, it is my
opinion that the national Spanish designers have a very extravagent style in comparison to the international designers
who sell clothing in Spain.

BELEN
Everyone dresses similarly, and people follow strictly to the
style that Zara and the INDITEX group in general provides.

RAQUEL
I think that, on average, teenagers and young people (mostly
girls, but also boys) like fashion and try to be trendy. But, as always, it depends on the city/region and the people themselves.

CORAL
I think we are all pretty basic. We all love and have basic, plain
clothes that we can wear everyday and in every situation. I
guess that fashion depends on the person, the social status
and what they are trying to express. We do like fashion, though.
We wear informal yet fashionable clothes.

where are the best
places to shop?
ANA
For me, it’s stores like Zara and Mango.

BELEN
From small shops to large. You never know what you can find. I also like
shopping online, but it is usually misleading.

RAQUEL
Maybe chain stores, such as all the ones from Inditex (Zara, Bershka,
Lefties...). But I like small boutiques, where you can find things that nobody wears. I don’t like it when we are all wearing the same kind of clothing... makes it seem like we are all clones.

CORAL
I usually go to chain shops, maybe because I know I am going to find
what I want. It is not common for me to go to boutiques. I only go there if
I see something from the window display that catches my eye.

Inditex is a Spanish multinational clothing company based
in Galicia which operates over 6,200 stores worldwide and
owns popular brands such as Zara, H&M, Bershka, and more.

how-to:
style combat boots

Combat boots have become the every-day shoe for girls. They are stylish and comfortable. What more could you ask for?
Ana has chosen three different outfits for three different occasions, all using her same pair of combat boots. Learn how
to style these versatile yet fashionable kicks for when you are hanging out with friends during the day, going out for drinks
at night, or heading to class.

The thing that makes combat boots so incredibly versatile is the fact that they are bold yet casual at the same time. What makes them bold? They’re big and bulky. Not to mention the metal
hardware such as buckles and zippers that you will often see on combat boots. Yet they maintain a casual vibe because they are so easy to style. You can wear them with almost anything.

casual-chic street style

hanging out with friends

jeans ZARA
jacket ARMANI
purse MANGO
jeans ZARA
combat boots ZARA
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night out

feminine meets edgey

Rompers are for the girls who do not want to put much time and effort into
an outfit. They are so easy to style because it is an outfit in itself. Ana is
sporting a floral romper paired with black tights, a structured grey cape
coat, and of course the combat boots. The cut and thick material of the coat
make it a great piece for going out. It will keep you warm and stylish at the
same time. The combat boots are a great option if you are hitting up a bar
or club with friends and don’t feel like punishing your feet by wearing heels
all night. These combat boots will have your feet thanking you later. Cheers!

Here Ana sits outside of The Irish Theater, one of the most
popular bar/clubs in Salamanca. During the day, it is the perfect
place to casually get drinks with friends and at night it turns into
a crowded club. They bring in a lot of foreign exchange students
because every Tuesday night they host a themed party based off
of a foreign country. It gives people like me who studied in Salamanca an opportunity to celebrate our native country with pride.

tights ZARA
coat ZARA
romper MISS SELFRIDGE
purse MANGO
combat boots ZARA

HEADING TO CLASS

Going to class in Salamanca is unreal.
Ana is actually sitting in front of her faculty building where she studies translation. Yes, this building is her school. The
beautiful thing about going to class here
is the fact that centuries ago people had
class in these exact same classrooms.
There is so much history in the architecture of The University of Salamanca.

comfortable

& stylish

Ana is wearing the same coat that
she wore in her outfit for hanging
out with friends, but changed it
up via her accessories and jeans.
Instead of wearing the same dark
grey jeans, pairing the coat with
a pair of dark wash denim makes
the look more casual. She is also
wearing a scarf and beanie which
she tied together with the color
pink. You cannot go wrong pair-

ing jeans with combat boots
and what truly makes this outfit work is the cut of her blue
jeans. Make sure to wear either
skinny or straight-leg jeans so
that they do not cover and overwhelm the boots. It is ultimately
flattering if you wear these two
jean styles because they elongate your legs and fit perfectly
into the boot without bunching.

hat ZARA
scarf ZARA
jacket ARMANI
jeans ZARA
purse MANGO
combat boots ZARA
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high waisted pants
crop tops
boyfriend jeans
combat boots
converse sneakers
MATCHING-COLORED ACCESSORIES
STATEMENT & LAYERED NECKLACES

sh
ashion
DON’TS

socks with sandals
big backpacks
flared pants
all fur outfit
mixing patterns & prints
wearing more than four colors
sporting athletic wear unless working out

